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The AACR Project GENIE Consortium
INTRODUCTION

With significant decreases in the cost of sequencing, and numerous commercial and cancer center–driven initiatives, genomic profiling is increasingly becoming routine across multiple cancer types. It is expected that millions of cancer patients will have their tumors sequenced over the next decade. Nonetheless, cancer profiling efforts are frequently siloed in individual institutions, and data are frequently available only to individual researchers within a single institution or members of a paid consortium. Such exclusivity can make it difficult, if not impossible, to analyze data across multiple institutions, and severely limits statistical power when analyzing specific patient subsets, rare cancer types, or rare variants across multiple cancer histologies. Broad-based sharing of genomic and clinical data is therefore critical to realize the full potential of precision oncology (1), particularly as the scientific community evaluates the overall impact of genomic profiling on patient outcome and on clinical trial enrollment (2–5), and as the clinical community better leverages “big data” and machine learning approaches to improve patient care (6, 7). Several “big data” initiatives, including the Genomics, Evidence, Neoplasia, Information, Exchange (GENIE) project described here, have been launched in recent years to address the challenges of large-scale sharing of genomic and clinical data and to accelerate progress in identifying both effective and ineffective therapies to treat cancer.
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The project fulfills an unmet need in oncology by providing a data-sharing platform to enable scientific and clinical discovery, including the identification of novel therapeutic targets, design of new biomarker-driven clinical trials, and deeper understanding of patient response to therapy. Ultimately, the platform can improve clinical decision-making and increase the likelihood that the cancer treatments patients receive are beneficial. At the societal level, this approach has immense potential to maximize the value of care delivery.

**GENIE Consortium**

The primary focus of GENIE is to link genotypes with clinical phenotypes and make such data widely available to the entire scientific community. The database currently contains approximately 19,000 genomic and clinical records generated in Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA)/International Organization for Standardization (ISO)-certified laboratories obtained at multiple international institutions, and will continue to grow as additional patients are treated at each of the participating centers and as more centers join the consortium. Data from the first 19,000 patients were released to the scientific community on January 5, 2017 (10). Because each of the current participating centers is a tertiary referral center within its community, the platform is enriched in samples of late-stage disease.

Each of the participating centers has extensive clinical data characterizing individual patients via Electronic Health Record (EHR) systems, and GENIE is therefore uniquely positioned to integrate genomic data with clinical data and harmonize such data across multiple cancer centers. To accomplish this, the consortium members have defined...
a parsimonious set of harmonized clinical data elements and outcome endpoints. The GENIE platform will enable researchers to better understand clinical actionability across cancer types, assess the clinical utility of genomic sequencing, define clinical trial enrollment rates to genotype-specific clinical trials, validate genomic biomarkers, reposition or repurpose already-approved drugs, expand existing drug labels by addition of new mutations, and identify new drug targets. Importantly, researchers will also be able to compare and cross-validate the clinically derived datasets generated by GENIE with other publicly available datasets, including The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) and the International Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC; ref. 11).

An essential component to assembling a functional consortium is to provide the infrastructure, funding, and governance necessary to operate as a unified entity. In the case of GENIE, the AACR fulfills these roles not only as a trusted third party, but also as an active participant. The consortium is assembled through two legal constructs: a master participation agreement (MPA) and a data use agreement (DUA). The MPA also requires that each institution share data in a manner consistent with patient consent and center-specific Institutional Review Board (IRB) policies. The exact approach varies by institution, but largely falls into one of three categories: IRB-approved prospective patient consent to sharing; retrospective IRB waivers; and IRB approvals of GENIE-specific research proposals.

Patient consents within member institutions of GENIE enable data sharing for research purposes, and deidentified GENIE data have therefore been made available to the entire scientific community (including academic institutions, government agencies, and industry). Further, deidentified data generated by GENIE-sponsored research projects (see below) are not exclusive to the commercial sponsors and will also be shared with the entire scientific community.

To enable broad-based sharing, the AACR GENIE project has partnership agreements in place with Sage Bionetworks and the cBioPortal for Cancer Genomics, both of which have significant prior experience in similar projects and have developed established and accepted data-sharing platforms within the community. The Synapse platform from Sage specifically provides a secure, Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)-compliant infrastructure that enables data versioning and provenance (12), and the cBioPortal provides visualization and analysis features for exploring large-scale, deidentified cancer genomic datasets (13, 14).

Data-Sharing Principles

The data-sharing principles of GENIE are designed to enable a scalable informatics infrastructure for integrating and sharing genomic and clinical outcomes data with specific safeguards to maintain patient privacy. Following IRB approval at each member institution, genomic and clinical data are submitted to Sage Bionetworks through a secure web-based platform (Synapse). Genomic data include high-confidence variant calls for single-nucleotide variants, insertions/deletions (indels), copy-number variations, and structural changes (when available) for tumor sequencing. Use of clinical-grade genomic sequencing data generated in CLIA/ISO-certified and experienced molecular pathology laboratories ensures high-quality variant calls without the need for reanalysis. As sequencing of tumor specimens without matched normal tissue may result in identification of germline alterations (15), a stringent germline filtering pipeline is applied to all mutation data, to minimize risk of patient reidentification (see Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Fig. S1). Metadata are captured and versioned for every genomic record and include information regarding the sequencing platform and analytic pipeline used for variant calling. All identifiable protected health information (PHI) is removed via the HIPAA Safe Harbor method and a deidentified dataset is made available at Synapse (https://synapse.org/genie) and the cBioPortal for Cancer Genomics (http://cbiportal.org/genie/).

Individual member institutions are provided with exclusive access to their institutional data for 6 months followed by an additional 6-month period for controlled member-only access to the entire consortium dataset, providing opportunity for analysis and publication before the wider public release. Member institutions maintain exclusive intellectual property (IP) rights to all data provided to the consortium. The GENIE consortium is also committed to further sharing of data via the NCI Genome Data Commons (GDC; ref. 1) and the Cancer Gene Trust, led by the Global Alliance for Genome and Health (GA4GH).

Data Standardization

To ensure consistency across centers, all members of the GENIE consortium have agreed to core data elements, data definitions, and ontologies. For genomic data, all centers provide mutation data in MAF or VCF format, and all centers are required to provide BED files for each assay panel reported. To comply with patient consent agreements at each institution and to ensure patient privacy, raw BAM files are not shared within GENIE, but each center’s clinical sequencing pipeline is described within the GENIE Data Guide (Supplementary File S1), enabling researchers to more carefully compare datasets across centers.

For clinical data, core patient-level and specimen-level data definitions, and ontologies. For genomic data, all centers provide mutation data in MAF or VCF format, and all centers are required to provide BED files for each assay panel reported. To comply with patient consent agreements at each institution and to ensure patient privacy, raw BAM files are not shared within GENIE, but each center’s clinical sequencing pipeline is described within the GENIE Data Guide (Supplementary File S1), enabling researchers to more carefully compare datasets across centers. Basic patient-level and specimen-level data elements have been identified and defined. This comprises a set of minimum clinical data attributes (tier 1), which includes sex, race, ethnicity, birth year, age at sequencing, primary cancer diagnosis, and sample type (primary/metastatic). Primary cancer diagnosis is reported using the OncoTree cancer type ontology, initially developed at MSK, which also provides mappings to other widely used cancer type taxonomies, including SNOMED and ICD-9/10 codes (16). Additional clinical information, including prior therapies, overall survival, and disease-free survival, is being defined, and the consortium is currently evaluating the feasibility of extracting such data for all patients and specific subsets of patients. As the project evolves, strategies for automated extraction of clinical outcome data from electronic medical records at member institutions will be developed, including curation and remapping of data attributes where required.

Landscape of the First Integrated GENIE Consortium Cohort

The first integrated GENIE dataset (version 1.1) provides genomic and limited clinical data for 18,804 genomically profiled samples across 18,324 patients at 8 academic medical
centers, each of which utilized genomic strategies tailored to best support their local clinical programs. These strategies include highly targeted, amplicon-based panels covering mutation hotspots from approximately 50 genes, designed to cover currently clinically actionable mutations and clinical trials, as well as broader, custom panels (275–429 genes) utilizing hybrid-capture to isolate all exons and some introns to support discovery as well as clinical research projects. In addition, each center’s approach has evolved, such that the GENIE dataset contains 12 different gene panels that were used in at least 50 samples. A total of 44 genes were included on all 12 of these panels. The larger hybrid-capture gene panels included all of the genes on the smaller gene panels and added 125 genes common to all of the larger panels and an additional 134 genes common to up to 2 of these larger panels (Fig. 2A).

Genomics Overview

Genomic data within GENIE include mutation data (all centers), copy number (three centers), and structural rearrangement data (two centers). Two centers implemented paired tumor/normal sequencing, whereas all other centers conducted tumor-only sequencing (Supplementary Tables S1 and S2). The majority of the samples came from MSK (n = 7,341) and DFCI (n = 6,137), with the other 6 institutions each contributing 505 to 1,296 samples. Clinical data are currently limited to cancer types based on the OncoTree ontology, whether the material sequenced came from a primary or metastatic tumor (if known), age at date of genomic sequencing, sex, and race. The complete dataset can be downloaded from the Sage Synapse platform (https://synapse.org/genie) or visualized via the cBioPortal for Cancer Genomics (http://cbioportal.org/genie/).
The spectrum of tumor types across the consortium is shown in Fig. 2B. The most highly represented tumor types across the GENIE consortium tend to be those where genomic data are currently used to guide standard treatment decisions, such as non–small cell lung cancer (n = 2,985) and colorectal cancer (n = 2,081) along with melanoma (n = 785). The contributing institutions of the GENIE consortium also had varying approaches to patient selection for genomic profiling. For example, some centers performed genomic profiling on all patients and all cancer types, whereas others have chosen to focus on only a few select tumor types (Fig. 2B).

Three sites, DFCI, MSK, and VICC, submitted 14,310 samples with sequencing data from relatively large, 275+ gene panels which we used to investigate the per-sample mutational burden (Supplementary Fig. S2).

As previously shown (17), plotting the distribution of the number of mutations/Mb for each sample by tumor type (Fig. 2C) demonstrates a wide variance of mutation rates both within and among tumor types. As expected, tumors with strong mutagenic backgrounds such as melanoma and non–small cell lung cancer have a high median mutation burden across the centers. Endometrial cancers and colorectal carcinomas have a wide within-tumor mutation burden distribution, reflecting the inclusion of both MSI/POLE-positive and MSI/POLE-negative patients. Some surprises were also identified, perhaps due to the uniqueness of this dataset; for instance, we believe the wide distribution of mutation burden in glioma, which has not been seen previously, is likely due to inclusion of patients who received temozolomide.

Although a rigorously defined cut-off for a mutation burden that will respond to checkpoint inhibition or other immune therapy is not available, we believe the wide distribution of mutation burden in glioma, which has not been seen previously, is likely due to inclusion of patients who received temozolomide.

Concordance across GENIE Institutions

Despite the differences by which the eight contributing centers implemented genomic testing of these tumors, the results from the top three most prevalent tumor types in the GENIE dataset (Fig. 3A–C) were largely concordant across centers. The smaller targeted amplicon-based gene panels (assays from MDA, NKI, UHN, JHU, and GRCC) detected the majority of the high frequency mutations, whereas the larger gene panels (assays from DFCI, MSK, and VICC) detected multiple additional genes with mutations that occurred at lower frequencies. Importantly, the clinical benefit associated with detecting these genomic alterations is not necessarily related to the frequency of the genomic alteration, as can be seen for example with ALK rearrangements which occur in only 3% to 7% of non–small cell lung cancer but are of high clinical importance. Furthermore, the larger panels in aggregate detected approximately 500 more genes with lower frequency alterations (beyond for example what is shown in Fig. 3A–C) that may prove to be of high clinical value in the future (see Supplementary Table S3). In addition, gene panels that differ in the fraction of coding regions sequenced in a given gene can lead to different conclusions. For example, a decreased number of APC mutations is observed in colorectal cancer when a smaller panel is used due to the limited regions analyzed of the APC gene, 532–1,367 base pairs (bps) for the smaller amplicon panels as compared with 8,622–8,936 bps for the larger gene panels that covered all coding gene regions (Fig. 3C).

Comparison with TCGA

The gene mutation rates across centers in the entire GENIE dataset are comparable with those reported by TCGA and other databases for the tumor types examined (Fig. 3A–C; refs. 19–22). However, some important differences are evident. In particular, the GENIE dataset has an increased prevalence of EGFR mutations in the context of non–small cell lung cancer compared with TCGA (19), likely driven by the referral of EGFR-mutant patients to the large academic centers of the GENIE consortium for clinical care and potential clinical trials. In support of this supposition, when we examined the specific EGFR-mutant variants observed in the GENIE dataset in comparison with TCGA, we observed that EGFR p.T790M represented 11.3% (83/737) of EGFR mutations in the GENIE dataset but only 2.2% (3/137) of EGFR mutations in TCGA. This is most likely due to an increased proportion of recurrent/relapsing tumors in the GENIE dataset as compared with TCGA.

We also systematically compared mutation hotspot frequencies in GENIE with those from cancerhotspots.org, a dataset derived from TCGA (ref. 23; Supplementary Figs. S3 and S4). In this analysis, a binomial distribution test for each hotspot found an enrichment for KRAS p.G12 mutations in the GENIE cohort, likely indicative of a higher fraction of patients with late-stage, metastatic disease, and a different distribution of tumor types. Although hotspot mutation frequencies in GENIE are similar to those reported in cancerhotspots.org, the exact prevalence of lower frequency variants will require increased sample numbers, which will be facilitated by participation of additional centers in the GENIE project.

Finally, GENIE data exhibit similar patterns of mutual exclusivity observed in TCGA. For example, in non–small cell lung cancer, mutations in KRAS (27%) are mutually exclusive of mutations in EGFR (19%; P < 0.001); in breast cancer, PIK3CA mutations (35%) are mutually exclusive of AKT1 (5%) and PTEN (8%) mutations (P < 0.001, 0.03); and in colorectal cancer, KRAS mutations (47%) are mutually exclusive of BRAF mutations (11%; P < 0.001).

Assessing Clinical Actionability: For Treatment Decisions with Approved Drugs and for Clinical Trial Eligibility

Recent commentaries have questioned the clinical utility of matching patients to drugs based on tumor molecular profiling (3–5), largely based on the low frequency of patients matched to current targeted therapy trials and a lack of data from clinical trials assessing the added benefit of molecular profiling. Our collection of genomic and clinical records...
Figure 3. Genomic alterations in non–small cell lung cancer, breast cancer, and colorectal cancer. A–C, The genomic alteration rate (including mutation, copy number, and rearrangement) aggregated to the gene level across the cohort for the top three most common tumor types is shown: non–small cell lung cancer, colorectal cancer, and breast cancer [A–C, respectively]. Data for each center are shown as percentage of samples from that center with genomic alterations in a given gene. Directly adjacent to the main heat map is the proportional breakdown of the types of genomic alterations observed, and characterization of the mutation distribution observed in a given gene as oncogene and tumor suppressor, based on the normalized entropy \( \log_2(N) - \sum \log(p_i) \), where \( N \) is the number of unique mutations in a given gene and \( p_i \) is the proportion of mutations accounted for by a given unique mutation of a given gene in the mutation spectrum and the prevalence of truncating and frameshift mutations, respectively. These data are limited to the gene \( \sum p_i \) and characterization of the mutation distribution observed in a given gene as oncogene and tumor suppressor, based on the normalized entropy \( \log_2(N) - \sum \log(p_i) \), where \( N \) is the number of unique mutations in a given gene and \( p_i \) is the proportion of mutations accounted for by a given unique mutation of a given gene in the mutation spectrum and the prevalence of truncating and frameshift mutations, respectively. These data are limited to the gene with either: (i) 15% genomic alteration rate in at least one center; (ii) 5% genomic alteration rate in at least three centers, and (iii) OncoKB level 1 or 2A evidence for the tumor types shown. The "nc" designation in the colorbar legend indicates no coverage.

from nearly 19,000 cancer patients provides a large dataset to begin to address these questions.

To determine the frequency of potentially actionable mutations across tumor types, we mapped all mutations to variant interpretations merged from three knowledge bases: My Cancer Genome (http://mycancergenome.org), OncoKB (24), and Personalized Cancer Therapy (http://pct.mdanderson.org). A total of 7.3% of tumors in GENIE contained a Level 1 or 2A alteration indicative of treatment with an FDA-approved drug or standard care, as defined by the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) or other guidelines (Fig. 4). An additional 6.4% of tumors contained Level 3A alterations, i.e., those with clinical evidence for response to investigational therapies in the same disease (Fig. 4; see Supplementary Table S4 for all Level 1–3 annotations). Furthermore, 38% of patients with Level 2B alterations (alterations that are Level 1 or 2A in other tumor types), and 11.1% had Level 3B alterations (Level 3A in other tumor types).

Collectively, this suggests an overall potential actionability rate >30%. These frequencies varied widely across disease, from highly recurrent and druggable mutations in gastrointestinal stromal tumor (GIST; 66%, almost all Level 1 or 2A mutations of KIT and PDGFRA) to tumor types with few actionable alterations, such as renal cell, prostate, or pancreatic cancer. Breast cancer is the disease with the highest fraction of patients who could benefit from existing investigational targeted therapies (Level 3A), due to frequent mutations of AKT1, ERBB2, and PIK3CA, accounting for 38% of patients. We anticipate one of the benefits of GENIE will be an increased power for delineating the clinical significance of somatic mutations (particularly new indications for approved drugs) as well as data-driven selection of high-yield tumors likely to contain actionable mutations for clinical trials.

To evaluate the potential for using GENIE data for assessing clinical trial feasibility and theoretical match rates, we curated somatic mutations as biomarker inclusion criteria for 18 of the 24 substudies that comprise the NCI-MATCH trial (Supplementary Methods; Fig. 5A and B). Using these criteria, 2,516 patients matched 2,885 times against 17 of 18 substudies within NCI-MATCH. We then compared...
these theoretical match rates against real-world match rates reported by an interim analysis (25) of 645 patients profiled for the NCI-MATCH trial (Fig. 5C). Outside of substudies S1 (NF1 inactivating mutations) and Z1B (amplifications of CCND1/2/3), there was high concordance between real-world NCI-MATCH and theoretical GENIE match rates ($P < 10^{-4}$, $P = 8.1 \times 10^{-4}$ with two outlier trials included). This concordance demonstrates the utility of the GENIE cohort to accurately forecast genomic match rates and to serve as a valuable tool to guide design of new clinical trials as the dataset grows. Furthermore, substudies A and S2 had zero reported matches by the interim NCI-MATCH analysis, whereas the larger GENIE cohort observed 7 (A) and 11 (S2) matches for each (≈0.3% match rate). Overall, the GENIE cohort will only grow in power as additional data are added to the knowledge base, enabling similar comparisons with ongoing clinical trials.

**Translational Research Projects**

As new medicines are developed to treat small, well-defined patient subpopulations harboring specific genetic variants, clinical trial design has shifted from randomized trials to single-arm studies wherein all eligible patients receive the study drug. In this context, it is beneficial for study sponsors to understand the natural history of the disease in patients with the genetic variant who are naïve to the study drug in comparison with those patients lacking the variant. These are research studies that GENIE is uniquely positioned to enable, as one can use the GENIE platform to identify genomics defined patient cohorts and then return to the respective EHRs to curate the detailed clinical data necessary to answer important medical questions about the population under study (Fig. 1B).

To date, GENIE has successfully entered into two sponsored research agreements to provide the analysis for two rare populations in breast cancer, the platform’s second largest cohort with approximately 2,200 samples. The first of these studies seeks to define the clinicopathologic features and outcomes of patients with metastatic breast cancer harboring known pathogenic variants in $\text{ERBB2}$ as compared with $\text{ERBB2}$ wild-type patients. A second study is examining similar parameters in $\text{AKT1}$ E17K mutant metastatic breast cancer.

**ERBB2** and **AKT1** E17K mutations are relatively rare in breast cancers, and it is only by pooling samples across multiple institutions that such studies are feasible. In addition to potentially accelerating the pace of drug approval, sponsored studies are a critical mechanism for covering the costs associated with data-sharing projects, because such research efforts are not typically supported by traditional grant mechanisms.

**Lessons Learned and Future Challenges**

The long-term goal of GENIE is to create a large, high-quality clinical cancer genomics database and to make it available to researchers to design new clinical trials in a patient-relevant and cost-effective manner.
widely accessible to the global cancer research community. In doing so, GENIE aims to catalyze precision medicine research across the entire cancer community, providing critical infrastructure for a “learning healthcare system,” capable of using integrated genomics and clinical data to improve patient outcomes (26). Under this broad vision, GENIE specifically aims to spur the development of clinical and genomic data standards, promote best practices for clinical genomic sequencing, and further encourage broad-based sharing between cancer centers. In developing standards and collaborating with other initiatives, including the NCI GDC and the GA4GH, GENIE further aims to be a critical component of the recently proposed Cancer Moonshot National Cancer Data Ecosystem (9), ensuring that cancer data are widely shared across the entire scientific community.

We have intentionally described the organizational principles of the GENIE consortium in this report, as well as an initial analysis of the first ~19,000 patients, to provide lessons for other institutions contemplating similar data-sharing efforts. One significant barrier to participation in such consortia is concern about protecting patient privacy. This was largely overcome by adhering to HIPAA safe harbor deidentification policies, developing a unified germline filtering pipeline, and making data available under specific terms of access, which prohibit patient reidentification and data redistribution. GENIE has also adopted a “federated model,” whereby the primary genomic and clinical data reside at the participating institution with the agreement that additional data or analysis can only be conducted at the primary institution, and that all additional data collected on behalf of GENIE are deidentified and must be protected under HIPAA privacy and security rules. This was largely overcome by adhering to HIPAA safe harbor deidentification policies, developing a unified germline filtering pipeline, and making data available under specific terms of access, which prohibit patient reidentification and data redistribution. GENIE has also adopted a “federated model,” whereby the primary genomic and clinical data reside at the participating institution with the agreement that additional data or analysis can only be conducted at the primary institution, and that all additional data collected on behalf of GENIE are deidentified and must be protected under HIPAA privacy and security rules.

Another valuable outcome was agreement on standards for harmonizing genomic and clinical data elements from different platforms, different electronic medical record systems, and different countries. For example, after much discussion,
we converged on the use of OncoTree cancer type taxonomy (rather than ICD or SNOMED) as a preferred method for histopathologic classification of tumors. In addition, the decision to integrate genomic data from panels varying in size from approximately 50 to 500 genes allowed us to incorporate larger numbers of patients across a much broader geographic spectrum than would have been possible with a common platform. This decision comes with obvious limitations, particularly for new target gene discovery, but allowed us to assemble the largest database of its kind that, we hope, will serve as an evidence base for assessing clinical actionability.

A particular challenge for precision oncology is the need for large patient populations to provide sufficient evidence of clinical utility for genomic testing. Indeed, this is a major goal of the GENIE consortium. However, novel discoveries of clinical actionability require, by definition, surveys of large numbers of genes across large numbers of patients. The reluctance of insurance payers to cover large panel sequencing (> 50 genes), with rare exceptions, places the field in a “Catch-22.” In the absence of such evidence, there is no coverage of expenses by payers, but in the absence of payer coverage, there will be no evidence generated. Even if this issue were resolved (i.e., through “coverage with evidence development” programs; ref. 27), there is the additional challenge of collecting the associated longitudinal clinical outcomes. GENIE is in the initial phase of generating such data in subsets of patients with defined genomic alterations, but we are facing the challenge of covering the costs associated with clinical curation. Despite the promise of inexpensive, automated curation technology such as natural language processing, manual curation remains the gold standard today, particularly for regulatory-grade registry data. That said, the data curation field is evolving rapidly, and successful application of less expensive, automated technologies in efforts like GENIE could be catalytic for precision medicine. But we will get there only through organized, responsible data-sharing efforts.

Following completion of this initial public release, GENIE is now soliciting membership from other academic and research institutions. Membership in GENIE is open to academic medical centers and research institutions that can contribute at least 500 unique clinical and genomic records generated by CLIA/ISO-certified or equivalent clinical sequencing laboratories per year across multiple cancer types, with the ability to perform curation of clinical data including treatment and outcomes. This will enable the inclusion of additional cancer types that are not well represented in the initial data release, such as pediatric, hematologic, and rare malignancies, as well as inclusion of data from additional international partners.

Based on yearly rates of sequencing at each of the eight founder institutions, the GENIE database is expected to grow by approximately 16,000 samples per year. But, with the addition of new members, it is likely that the GENIE database will grow to >100,000 samples within 5 years. With recent technological advances, we also anticipate that future releases of GENIE data will be enriched for large, targeted DNA-sequencing panels that characterize further sources of genomic variation, including new structural rearrangements and promoter mutations, and integration of additional genomic platforms, including whole-exome and whole-genome DNA sequencing, transcriptome sequencing, methylation, proteomics, and immunoproteotyping. In addition, analyses of circulating tumor DNA or circulating tumor cells from blood specimens or other bodily fluids (28) may be included to identify molecular changes in cancer genomes at the time of diagnosis or during therapy as these analyses become included in routine laboratory practice.
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